Birthday Cards
King of Diamonds:
Big Time Operator
Characteristics: In the realm of the King of
Diamonds, you will find finances and business.
If it pertains to money or business it is taken
care of by the King of Diamonds. Relative to
this, utilizing inherited skills pertaining to their
work means they can excel in any business
pursuit. Rather than working for other people,
these individuals succeed at businesses of
their own instead. Being aggressive is
something they are quite capable of in terms of
money and business, but that is not always the
case. Due to the fact that the King of
Diamonds is one-eyed, blindness in some
aspects of life and situations is always a
possibility. In addition, stubbornness can also
be present, because they only see one side of
issues. Enemies might come about because of
this. Looking at the card you can see a
battleaxe. It is possible that the upraised battle-axe on their card represents a
fondness for competition. They appear be ruthless and cold up to that point. Making
large amounts of money is possible because their creativity allows this. Positive
results from Kings of Diamonds are possible because they are so capable in worldly
matters. They embody the phrase “in the world but not of it” to a very high degree. The
King of Diamonds has priorities and consequently knows what is really important; that
is to be a respected businessperson. Using knowledge in place of fear, they will come
to that logical conclusion and achieve their goal. Selfishness is something they must
be very careful with. Because they possess so much innate power, they can disregard
other people’s feelings, thus creating problems. There are often psychological
problems emanating from youth that must be confronted prior to the cards’ best
results.
Relationships: Relative to peers, domination is a temptation, and some males are
unable to deal with a powerful woman. Some women, after a few tries, give up even
attempting and, for that matter, some men do as well. The King of Diamond’s karma is
neither good nor bad. There is no compromise in their makeup because of their great
power. Unfortunately, this can bring about personal problems. Women, especially;

must find ways to balance their strong masculine aspects in the midst of relationships.
Most are accustomed to this. Intimacy results from truly honest communication. Kings
of Diamonds are attracted to those with a sense of humor and a good education, and
are often partners with their spouses in a business. For either gender, it is possible to
perceive marriage as a financial arrangement. Separation on the business and
personal sides of things is best, especially in the beginning. It is good if both sides can
learn to reveal their emotions and desire to have a better match personally.
Personality Connections: Diamond females are exceptionally fond of some King
males and this could make a good marriage. Males often have extreme issues with
Spade females and should avoid them for marriage. King of Diamonds women have
strong connections with Heart men. It is interesting to note that this is a combination
that is powerful, but not always easy.
Confrontations: The King of Diamonds has a widespread reputation with card
readers who view them as having essentially more disruptive relationships than any
card in the deck. Arsenio Hall is a famous King of Diamonds and has had books
written about him detailing the enemies he acquired on his rise to fame. Both Florence
Campbell and Edith Randall think that the King of Diamonds is the most materialistic
and cruel card of all. Unfortunately, for the ones who operate on the Birth Card’s lower
levels, the King of Diamonds will stop at nothing in order to acquire what they want or
to keep a step ahead. The King of Diamonds is the sole King showing only one eye
with the Jack of Spades and the Jack of Hearts also have one eye. Such cards are
inclined to see the world in strictly one way. Among the three cards, this trait reveals
itself differently in each one. Some Jacks can actually be the thief card. An ongoing
deception is often seen being played out in their lives. This is based on their personal
definition of what the situation is all about. The blind vision can be revealed in their
love life. In a nice twist, however, Jacks can do things to help others, because they
are often blind to their faults. However, in the King, one-sightedness can be present in
many of their professional affairs. In that situation, their own ideas are all they can
see.

